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Abstract:
This research studied educational human resource total management at the Islamic
schools including curriculum and instructional programs, teachers and educational staffs,
facilities, budgets, and machines at three different levels of Ismalic Schools in
Banjarmasin, Kalimantan, Indonesia. This research employed qualitative approach which
was oriented to the theoretical phenomenology and used multicases study design. Data
were collected using indepht interview, observation, and documentation. The analysis
were done by having the following steps: data collection, data reduction, data display, and
conclusion, drawing and verifying. The analysis involved individual case and cross cases
analyses. The findings revealed showed the continuous improvement orientation,
customer satisfaction and expectation fulfillment, implementation results control, and
strategies to overcome resistance in curriculum, instructional program, teachers,
educational staffs, facilities, budgets, and machines.
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Introduction
Most of the Banjar community are moslem. In the middle of the information and
globalization streams, parents expect that their children remain having science and
religion education so that they enrolled their children to the Islamic schools the so-called
Madrasah including the Islamic Primary Schools which are the so-called Madrasah
Ibtidaiyah, Islamic Middle Schools which are the so called Madrasah Tsanaiyah, dan the
Islamic High Schools or the so-called Madrasah Aliyah. The State Islamic Schools or the
State Madrasahs have become their choices.
Inline with the needs of communities having fast development, education has been
challenged to have good quality. Such expectation has been responded by leaders of
Madrasahs rationally by orienting to the community needs which comply the Law of
Indonesia Republic No 20, 2003 about the National System of Education. This law
enforces the principles of democration, decentraliation, autonomy, and human right. These
can be implemented with full supports of the educators to solve problems and positively
contribute to the solution of the macro level problem in Indonesia. The national
educational system has assured the education opportunities across the nation, quality
enhancement, as well as relevance and efficiency of the educational management to face
the current challenges and the life changes at the local, national, and global levels.
Therefore, these need planned, directed, and continuous educational reformation.
Eventhough the new educational management paradigm has provided more freedom to the
Madrasahs to self manage and manage their own operation to enhance educational quality,
in fact, they have not fulfilled the community needs. This has enforced Madrasahs to
work for continuous improvement. Madrasahs management must develop creativity,
inovation, modernation, and customer focused. Such complete elements of the
management focuses on complying the customer needs and continuous improvement
acknowledged as the Total Quality Management (Sallis, 2012). Among these components,
teachers and educational staffs have the most significant roles. The success of the quality
management requires the ability and sagacity of the educational leaders.
Sallis (2012) says that total quality management (TQM) in education is an educational
institution system providing products in terms of services. Total Quality Management can
be said as a management strategy focusing on the process improvement for customer
success. Such strategy has been made successful in the developed countries such as Japan
and United States of America. This TQM has now become a practice in educational
institutions by employing quality control using PDCA (Plan, Do, Check, Action) Model.
In the context of Madrasahs, the educational resources consist of Curriculum and
Instruction (non human resources), Teachers and Educational Staffs (human resources),
Facilities (physical resources), Budget, and Machines (Hermawan, 2010). Parents has
realized the importance of quality education providing relegious learnings for their
children to encounter negative influences of the globaliation era. They, therefore, tend to
choose Madrashas having excellent quality.
This research studied the educational resources total quality management in Islamic
Schools or the so-called Madrashas using the concept of PDCA (Plan, Do, Check and
Action) in terms of (1) educational resources total quality management plan oriented to
the continuous improvement, (2) educational resources total quality management
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implementation to fulfill the customers satisfaction and needs, (3) educational resources
total quality management control, (4) Resistances and strategies to manage the problems
of educational resources total quality management in three Madrashahs in Banjarmasin
in terms of curriculum and instructional program, teachers and educational staffs,
facilities, budget, and machines.
2. Method
This research employed qualitative approach with multicases study design. This used the
phenomenological teoretical orientation. This research focused on three subjects
consisting of the State Islamic Primary School or the so-called Madrasah Ibtidaiyah
Negeri Perumus Dalam, State Islamic Middle School
or the so-called Madrasah
Tsanawiyah Negeri Mulawarman, and State Islamic High School or the so-called
Madrasah Aliyah Negeri 3 Banjarmasin, Kalimantan, Indonesia. The researcher was the
key instrument and at the same time became the research data collector (Moleong,
2003:121).
Data was collected using indepht interview, observation, and documentation techniques.
Informen were selected by using purposive sampling technique combined with the
snowballsampling. The key informen were the three principals of the subjects. The
collected data were verified, reducted, and presented (Miles & Huberman, 2012). The
data validity were checked using credibility, transferability, dependability, and
confirmability.
3. Findings
a. Educational Resources Total Quality Management Oriented to the Continuous
Improvement
The planning was done by the schools community involving principles, teachers,
educational staffs, and school committee. These school entities formulated vision,
mission, goals, strategies, and targets of the Madrasahs. In planning phase, the schools
communities predicted the academic and non academic achievement based on the
religious, science, and technological aspects. The finding as presented into the following
figure:
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Figure 1. Educational Resources Total Quality Management Plan Oriented to the
Continuous Improvement at the Three Madrashas
Based on the above presentation, it can be concluded that the plan integrating all
aspects of resources by formulating strategic plan, vision, mission, objectives, targets
completed with annual budgetting plan. The strategic plan was formulated in the shortterm, mid-term, and long-term plans.
b. Educational Resources Total Quality Management Implementation to fulfill the customer
satisfaction and needs
The findings on the implementation of educational resources total
management can be presented into the following figure.
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Figure 2. Integrated Educational Quality Management Implementation to fulfill
customer services and needs.
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This ilustration showed that the implementation was done by having team works among
the principals, teachers, educational staffs, and school committee to produce graduates to
have capability in science and technology, be religious, and have high academic and con
academic achievements. These were important aspects to build quality Madrasahs.
c. Control of the Educational Resources Total Quality Management Results
Findings on the control of the educational resources total quality management results can
be presented into the following figure.
Control of the Integrated Educational Quality
Management Results to fulfill customer
satisfaction and needs
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Figure 3. Control of the Educational Resources Total Quality Management Results
This showed that the control was aimed at resulting the quality madrasahs. The control
was done through total model of intervention in all aspects of curriculum, instruction,
teachers, educational staf, budgets, and machines using key strategic activities including
recording, supervision, reporting, and accountability done by principals, teachers,
committee of Madrasahs.

e. Resistance and Strategies to Manage the Educational Resources Total Quality
Management Implementation problems
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The following showed the figure of the resistances and the Startegies employed to manage
problems in implemening the educational resources total quality management.
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Figure 4. Resistance and Strategies to Manage the Educational Resources Total Quality
Management Implementation problems
This showed that the resistances happened in all levels of the resources and the strategies
to cope with the problems were using cooperative team work mutally beneficial and
kinship method.

f. Cross Case Comparition
Results of the Cross Case Comparition can be presented into the folloing Table. 1 : Cross
Case comparition
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Tabel 1. Crosscase analysis
Instead of the differences, the similarities of the three schools above showed that the
Integrated Educational Quality Management geared towards the continuous improvement
of the Madrasahs which were driven by the proposal of parents.
g. Cross Case Analysis
The Overall resuts of this research was analized accross the three cases as follow:
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Government through the Madrasah
educational policy

Madrasahs’

State Madrasah

committee

Integrated Educational
Quality Management Plan
on the basis of the
Customers’ Satisfaction
and Expectation
1. Madrasahs Work Plan :
vision, mission,
objectives, target, and
program
2. School Annual Budget
Plan
3. Curriculum
Development Plan

Implementation of the Integrated Educational
Quality Management on the basis of the
Customers’ Satisfaction :
1. School Based and 2013 curriculum
identification and development on the basis of
the community needs in terms of religion
inclusion, science and technology, and daily
deeds.
2. Administration and Management Plan including
instructional program, teacher education and
training, and Administration Staffs.
3. Teaching and Learning Process Completed with
instructional methods and passig grade
evaluation.
4. Institutional Organization: Madrasahs
Principals, Vice Principals, Managers,
Coordinators, Class Reprersentatives, and
Teachers.
5. Facilities including sport fields, mosque,
classrooms, supporting rooms, laboratories,
books, toiletaries, and rest rooms.
6. Highly educated teachers having aareness of
relegious values and generic norms, values, and
science.
7. Finance supports from different sources such as
the so-called BOS (School Operational Finance),
the so-called APBN (Central Goverment
Financial Support), and the so-called APBD
(Local Government Financial Support), Parents
Contribution, and Community Fund.

Control of the Integrated
Educational Quality
Management on the basis of the
Customers’ Satisfaction
Implementation Results:.
Regional Officer of Religion
Depart/Education Depart:
1. Supervisors of Religion
Depart
2. Parents
3. Madrasahs Committee
4. Principals: Instructional
Supervision
5. Vice Principals, Coodinator:
Curriculum, Facilities,
Students Affairs,
Instructional Program,
Students’ Achievement.
6. Classroom Reps: Students
Attendance, Marks
7. Teachers: Students
Attendance, and Evaluation
(Daily, Formative, Summative)

Madrasahs Students

Community Roles:
1. Parents
2. Madrasahs Committee
3. Community

Resistances and Strategies
1. Learning Outcomes, Achievement, and
Graduates
2. Integrated Quality of National Standard
Implementation: Curriculum, Resources,
Facilities, Finance, through educational
quality management.

Figure 5. Cross Case Analysis Mapping
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4. Discussion
The findings of this research showed that in planning the Educational Resources Total
Quality Management all three Madrasahs take into account on the formulation of vision,
mission, objectives, target, and strategy. Formulating vision, in fact, is very important to
gear the Madrashahs work for the quality development. Huda (2014:3) states that vision
for the Madrasah institutions can be focused on making the institutions able to
provide quality education on the basis of the national standard and ith the ability to
develop obedience to the Almighty God and noble character to enrich the life of the
nation. The mission of the Madrasahs Education are advised to develop students
competence and ability in science, technology, and life skills. The objectives are
highly recommended to be developed as the elaboration of the missions. .
Pearch and Robinson (in Bafadal, 2007:153) confirm that vision is a big scale strategic
planing oriented to the future direction and outcomes. Such vision must be determined by
strategic policy involving all stakeholders and resulting great achievements. To attain the
achievements, Madrashahs need quality resources. Hermawan (2010:1) says that
Madrashas resources comprise (1) non human resources such as curriculum and
instruction, (2) human resources such as teachers and educational staffs, (3) Physical
resources such as facilities, and (4) Finance.
The Quality Managegemen System in Education found in this research tended to follow
the principle of Total Quality Management employing PDCA (Plan, Do, Check, and Act).
Sallis (1987:51) in Demming cyclus explains that Quality Management in Education is
basically the educational resources total quality management using PDCA.
Results of this reseach also show that in terms of the implementation there were the
tendency of fulfilling the customer satisfaction and needs, therefore, Madrashas involved
overall assets and components at schools including principals, teachers, educational staffs,
parents, and madrashas committee allowing them to provide creativity and inovation. Such
actions are in line with what Huda (2014:13) suggests that creativity, productivity, and
innovation are needed by people so that they are able to create or to produce something.
According to the results of researc at Harvard University in 1999, the success of a person
is not only determined by his or her knowledge and technical skills (hard skill), but also
the ability to manage him/her self (soft skill) (Huda, 2014:13). This research described
that one’s success was determined by 20 persent of his/her hard skill and 80 persent of
his/her soft skills. This means that the quality of education has been mostly determined by
the students’ characters. Therefore, focus on the character development should be
prioritized.
Ac cording to Sonhadji (2012:112), teachers have the most important roles in education.
Teachers are the main driving forces to develop students’ characters through students’
learning tasks, living functional tasks, and environmental awareness tasks.
Syaefuddin (2004:23) says that leearning is aimed at making individuals changes to be
knowledgable, noble, and capable persons. Educational results mean the attainment of the
changes as a result of life experience and learning of affective, psychomotor, and
kognitive domains.
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The control of the educational resources total quality management turned out to use
recording, reporting, and supervision of instructional administration, learning process,
evaluation, and remediation to ensure that the educational process was in line with the
Madrashas’ aims and parents’ expectation and needs. Such practices of the control process
confirms what Handoko (2006:8) says as a process comprising 5 phases as the
followings: (a) determination of the practical standards; (b) determination of the
measurement for the practices; (c) actual measurement of the real practices; (d)
comparition between the standards and the actual practices and the identification of the
gaps; and (e) corrective action. Arikunto (2008:3) supports these phases by stating that the
control process can be done through measurement and evaluation.
In terms of the control towards the teachers and educational staffs, the three Madrashahs
employed daily attendance recording, reporting, and supervision, evaluation of the
teachers and educational staffs abilities in doing their tasks, and conducting classroom
visit, supervision, and monitoring. In terms of the control toards the educational facilities
the three schools conducted recording, reporting, and supervision on the usage and
maintenance of the facilities. In terms of the finance control, the three Madrasahs
conducted identification and formulation of the annual budgets, reporting, and supervision
of the financial expenses. Such practices are in line with the theory stated by Suhardan, et
all (2008:306) that schools are oblighted to be accountable to community and government
as the commitment towards the standard of success expected and needed by the
community and the government.
The research found out the the resistances in the implementation of the educational
resources total quality management comprise the resistances in curriculum and
instructional program, teachers and educational staffs, facilities, finances, and machines.
The three Madrashas turned out to manage solving such problems using strategies of
involving parents and Madrashas committee through discussion, kinship team work, and
mutual cooperation. Mulyasa (2003:189) said that the school committees can enrole as
Peran advisory agency in determining and implementing schools’ policies, supporting
agency in terms of financial, thinking, and physical supports, controlling agency for
transparancy and accountability, and mediator among schools, community, and
government.
Suratni (2011) says that the school committee is the independent school entity which
enroles as the driving force for the school quality enhancement. Purnell dan Gotts (in
Arifin, 1989:294) also states that parents and community can provide positive respond
toards the schools achievement reported to them and assist the schools for improvement.
Brofenbrenner’s research, yang reviewed by Hoover, at al (1987) concludes that parents
involvement as very important for the success of the children education in terms of the
achievement improvement, behavioral improvement, reduction of absentiism, positive
attitude development, and homework completion. Such conclusion is in line with what
Notoatmodjo (2009:16-17) states that education is the process for developing learners
abilities on the basis of the institutional expectations. To manage resistances and to solve
problems in the educational quality management, Huda (2014:33) suggets that the
institution shall filter problems, distribute problems, take decsion, implement the decision,
and resolute the problem by shifting from the centralizated system to decentralized
system. Tjiptono and Diana (2008:234) states that the Total Quality Management can be
the basis for the school improvement by modifying the nature of the principles which are
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the quality management on the basis of the community or parents expectation and are
implemented by involving all organiation entities through the continuous improvement.
5. Conclusion and Recommendation
This research concludes that (1) the educational resources total quality management plan
of the resources including curriculum, instructional program, teachers and educational
staffs, facilities, budget, and machines as done by formulating strategies, vision, mission,
objectives, and targets supported with the short-term, mid-term, and long-term plan, (2)
the implementation of the educational resources total quality management concerned with
implementation of curriculum and instructional program, implementation of the school
based curriculum, and the 2013 curriculum, self development, religious extracurriculair,
science and technology, habituation of daily relegious activities, teachers and educational
staffs training, workships, working groups, technical experts, facilities, moving class, and
financial supports from local government, provincial government, and central government,
(3) Control of the total quality management implementation was done by recording,
reporting, supervision, monitoring, and evaluation; (4) The resistances turned out to be
limitation of the facilities and media, learning strategies, and limitation of the teachers and
educational staffs. The strategies managed to be done were raising the teachers and
educational staffs incentives, education and training, maintenance and optimaation of the
facilities, employing professional technician, colaborating ith parens and the committee to
raise fund, and involving parents and community by discussion, mutal cooperation, and
kindship relational activities.
It has been suggested that theb principals are to comprehend the nature of the educational
resources total quality management for all aspects of education and all entities of the
Madrashas. Teachers are suggested to learn and comprehend their strategic roles in the
implementation of the educational resources total quality management. The officers of the
religion ministrial office in Banjarmasin are suggested to fully support the implementation
of the educational resopurces total quality management. The Directorate of the Basic and
Middle Madrashas Development is suggested to continuously develop the educational
resources total quality management for the success of Madrashas to fulfill the community
expectation. Furhther researchers are suggested to make this research results as references
to continue or do similar researches by focusing and studying other disciplines such as
instructional leadership, supervision, learning model, and other inovations.
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